Site:
Location:
Purpose:
As A Site of History (What happened here?  How does this site and the history of war intersect?):
Interesting Facts About the Site:
As A Site of Memory  (What is the history of the site as a place of remembrance?  Describe the monuments, memorials, plaques and other displays at the site. What rituals have taken place here?  Have there been rituals of reconciliation? What themes have been/are stressed by those who visit the site?  Have these themes changed over time?  What has been the history of the memory site in later wars?):
As A Site of Contested Memory (Have there been controversies involving the memory site?  Have there been protests or demonstrations at the site?  Has the site meant different things to different people?  How do the stories told about this site collide?  What are the larger issues involved here?):
Your Concluding Analysis and Commentary:
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